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Incomplete and undocumented electronic discovery collections occur 
every day. The result of mishandling these files can be costly to both 
the client and their legal counsel.

One Click Collect, a new automated collection software product 
from Pinpoint Labs, works from preconfigured file requests created by 
you to ensure full control. This eliminates errors that are commonly 
associated with self collection.

One Click Collect – Onsite is a portable license which runs from any 
external hard drive or flash drive that you choose. Since it can run 
from the target drive, no additional flash drives, security keys, or USB 
docks are required.

One Click Collect – Onsite is easily transferred between target 
drives, whether you are across the country or around the world. No 
additional proprietary hardware or software is required. You can 
be up and running on your first collection within minutes. When 
completed, just transfer your license to a different platform to begin 
another job. This is unlike other products that require you to wait on a 
shipment to begin using the product in different locations.

One Click Collect – Onsite is priced so everyone can afford 
defensible automated file collections. Contact Pinpoint Labs to obtain 
additional information or to request an evaluation license.

Are you in full control of 
your file collections?

One Click Collect -
Onsite

Automated File Collection

Features:
a Instantly up and running because   
       there is no shipping of hardware or 
       software required
a Forensically sound self collection
a No training required for your clients
aCompatible with all electronic 
       discovery and litigation support 
       databases
a Easily transfer the onsite licenses
        between locations
aSupport for paths greater than 255 
       characters (up to 32,000)
a Preserves metadata, file timestamps 
       and hash verifies results
aReduce collection size by hash list
       filtering (deNISTing and deduping)*
                                                             *Requires Harvester Edition

To learn more about One Click Collect 
Onsite or to obtain the software, 

call 1-888-304-1096 
or email sales@pinpointlabs.com.
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Incomplete and undocumented electronic discovery collections occur 
every day. The result of mishandling these files can be costly to both 
the client and their legal counsel.

One Click Collect, a new automated collection software product 
from Pinpoint Labs, works from preconfigured file requests created by 
you to ensure full control. This eliminates errors that are commonly 
associated with self collection.

One Click Collect – Harvester can work as a portable or network 
based license which runs from the external hard drive, flash drive, 
or network attached storage (NAS) device you choose. Unlike other 
products which require specific hardware (security dongle), you can 
be up and running with One Click Collect – Harvester on your first 
collection within minutes. When completed, just transfer your license 
to a different platform to begin another job.

One Click Collect – Harvester can run from the same external hard 
drive or flash drive you are using to collect files. If you choose, you 
only have to manage a single device for your collected files and 
software. All files are stored in their native format, which allows you 
to immediately begin processing or review. Other products store 
files in proprietary formats and require you to purchase additional 
software and further process your files to use them in popular 
electronic discovery and litigation support databases.

One Click Collect – Harvester is priced so everyone can afford 
defensible automated file collections. Now you can perform 
individual and network collections with a single license that is less 
expensive than our competitor’s single portable license. Contact 
Pinpoint Labs to obtain additional information or to request an 
evaluation license.

Are you in full control of 
your file collections?

One Click Collect -
Harvester

Automated File Collection

Features:
a Instantly up and running because   
       there is no shipping of hardware or 
       software required
a Portable and network based for 
       forensically sound self collection with
       a single license
a Create and deploy remote collections
       across multiple clients and servers
a Scriptable profiles and collection jobs
       for increased flexibility 
aCompatible with all electronic 
       discovery and litigation support  
       databases
a Easily transfer multiple licenses 
       between locations
aSupport for paths greater than 255 
       characters (up to 32,000)
a Preserves metadata, file timestamps 
       and hash verifies results

a Reduce collection size by hash list
       filtering (deNISTing and deduping)

To learn more about One Click Collect 
Harvester or to obtain the software, 

call 1-888-304-1096 
or email sales@pinpointlabs.com.
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Microsoft Office metadata often contains 
relevant information for both computer forensic 
investigations and litigation document review. 
MetaDiscover allows users to quickly review 
extended metadata properties without using 
Microsoft Office.

Metadata extraction often includes file system 
timestamps and a few OLE fields. This is just a 
subset of what is available in Microsoft Office 
files. Attorneys now request additional metadata 
because they know it can help them better 
understand the ‘life’ of a document and identify 
additional evidence. MetaDiscover is used to 
compliment the information already extracted 
during electronic discovery.

Pinpoint Labs
8246 Oddo Circle 
Murray, NE 68409 
(402) 235-2381

1-888-304-1096

Uncover Additional 
Evidence

MetaDiscover
Metadata Extraction and 

Redaction Utility

MetaDiscover Features:
a Investigate last 10 authors and  
    locations
a High speed scrubbing (more than 
    2000 documents per hour)
a Access 37 Microsoft Office
    metadata fields
a Uncover additional evidence 
    sources
a Extract 45k+ documents per hour
a Works without Microsoft Office 
    installed
a Specify redaction text

To learn more about MetaDiscover 
or to obtain the software, 
call 1-888-304-1096 

or email sales@pinpointlabs.com.
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Legal departments, forensic examiners and 
service bureaus use PG Pinpoint to filter files from 
custodians prior to processing for review. Due to 
the significant reduction in production costs users 
often pay for PG Pinpoint after ‘deNISTing’ just a 
few custodians. 

The NIST (National Institute of Science and 
Technology) has identified more than 34 million 
hash values for operating system and application 
files. PG Pinpoint allows users to create custom lists 
to expand on this extensive list.

PG Pinpoint’s bit stream copy engine allows users 
to create copies of filtered files without altering the 
file timestamps, original metadata, or file contents. 
A Chain of Custody report is generated that contains 
the hash values for the original and copied files as 
well as their source and destination locations.
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Insanely Fast DeNISTing

PG Pinpoint
DeNISTing and 

Deduplicating Utility

PG Pinpoint Features:
a Includes more than 75 million 
    NIST hashes
a Support for MD5, SHA-1 and TIGER 
    has lists
a Processes 300-500 MB per minute
a Allows for customized hash lists
a Identifies encrypted files
a Creates forensically sound copies
a Compatible with all EED and 
    litigation support applications

To learn more about PG Pinpoint
or to obtain the software, 
call 1-888-304-1096 

or email sales@pinpointlabs.com.



Hard Drive Imaging and Data Collection
Pinpoint Labs provides reliable, thorough and affordable onsite data 
collection of electronically stored information (ESI). Our pricing is 
straightforward, and in most cases doesn’t require reimbursement 
for travel related expenses. We also invest in equipment that ensures 
the quickest turnaround time and minimizes the time that custodian 
systems are offline. 

Partnering with a service provider that is focused on defensible 
collection methods and who works well with your clients is important. 
Our staff includes litigation support veterans who understand how to 
effectively work with law firm personnel, corporate IT contacts and 
EED processing vendors. 

We provide local data collection services in Missouri, Nebraska, and 
Iowa. We also partner with CCE’s in other states and will help you 
locate an examiner in your area if needed.

Digital Forensic Investigations
You gain a clear advantage using Pinpoint Labs for your computer 
investigations. In addition to working with individuals who 
understand litigation support, we engineer processes and applications 
that reduce investigation time and save your clients money. Pinpoint 
Labs brings a wealth of practical experience and technical resources to 
every project that result in consistent client satisfaction. 

Legal departments and service bureaus are often concerned that 
their data collection vendor will insist on performing EED processing. 
Pinpoint Labs focuses on performing cost effective data collection and 
forensic analysis and will cooperate with your vendor of choice. 

Case Categories
There are several differences between computer forensic 
investigations and electronic discovery processing. Some common 
categories and tasks that involve a computer forensic investigator
are listed below. 

► Employment disputes
► Breach of contract
► Embezzlement
► Software licensing 
► Intellectual property theft
► Insurance fraud
► Sexual harassment
► Misuse of company computers involving
    pornography, gambling, blackmail and fraud
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Computer
Forensic Services

Services Include:
a Free initial client consultation
a Collections performed by a 
     Certified Computer Examiner (CCE)
a ‘Pristine’ and ‘Working’ copies of 
     source media
a Consent to search affidavit
a Complete chain of custody
a Acquisition reporting
a Metadata analysis
a Deleted file, email, internet and 
     user activity recovery
a Results confirmed using multiple 
     methods
a Competitive pricing



PG Pinpoint    $1410.10  ($1195.00 SW + $215.10 SA)

SafeCopy 2 Desktop  $152.22  ($129.00 SW + $23.22 SA)
(SC2DT)

SafeCopy 2 Mobile   $305.62  ($259.00 SW + $46.62 SA)
(SC2ME)

SafeCopy 2 Nomad   $423.62  ($359.00 SW + $64.62 SA)
(SC2NE)

SafeCopy 2 Server   $1237.82  ($1049.00 SW + $188.82 SA)
(SC2SE)  -Includes 3 concurrent users

Additional SC2SE users  $234.82  ($199.00 SW + $35.82 SA)

SafeCopy 2 Enterprise  Annual subscription pricing based on 
(SC2EE)     total SC2 licenses

MetaDiscover    $470.82  ($399.00 SW + $71.82 SA)

SW - Software
SA - Annual Software Assurance
Software Assurance is our recurring yearly fee for support, updates to the products, and for 
PG Pinpoint, NIST list updates.  With Software Assurance, you can also upgrade to another 
version of a utility for the difference in price.
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Software Pricing


